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Introduction
The following procedures are intended to promote safe, efficient and lawful operation of
Innovative Flight Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) and should be observed by all
personnel. All personnel are reminded of their obligation to comply with the Federal
Aviation Authority (FAA), and aeronautical information and notices published by the FAA.
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Safety, above all else, is the primary concern in each mission, regardless of the nature of the
task. Nothing in this manual takes precedence over a FAA rule or permits unsafe operation.
The Galaxy 950 / 1080HL aircraft has been designed to be operated under FAA Part 107
regulations. Any waivers or certification outside Part 107 is the responsibility of the
customer or company. At the end of this manual is a summary of the FAA operating
requirements under Part 107.
The Galaxy 950 is an electric single rotor RPAS and is intended to be used for data
acquisition, the Galaxy 950 should always be operated in a safe manner and in suitable
environments. The Galaxy is a heavy lift platform that can carry large sensors for long
distance/durations.
The main power plant for the Galaxy is two six cell, twenty-five-volt (25v) lithium polymer
batteries to provide one fifty-volt (50v) battery. It is up to the end user to ensure the
batteries are operational and fully charged for each flight.
The Galaxy features a recovery parachute in the event of a flight condition outside the set
parameters the parachute will automatically deploy. It is possible for the user to manually
fire the parachute if needed as explained on page I 22 of this operating manual. The
parachute system is not a guarantee for a safe recovery, it is there to provide an additional
safety measure in the unlikely event of an incident to reduce the risk of damage to people
and property. The parachute does not feature a backup power supply other than the
powered supplied by the main batteries.
A ground control station (GCS) is used to operate the Galaxy 950, this is an intuitive control
system with a long-range communication link for simple and safe operation. The GCS and
Galaxy Radio modem (RF Link) is designed for long range operating and is FCC approved to
be compliant with FAA standards. (FCC ID: NS913P900)
This manual does not cover payload systems or operation; these will be provided to each
user as part of the payload integration package. The Galaxy can carry many different
payloads/sensors; each one requires unique operating procedures.
If at any stage, you have questions in relation to the operating of the Galaxy 950 please
contact your distributor or Innovative Flight directly at info@innovativeflight.com.au

Limited Warranty
Warranty Document can be found here:
•

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NFwTH8R_1PabSnZvKBVp1SR4UmtgAbTj
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Travel case

Included Items:
1. Travel Case
2. Boom Assembly
3. Landing Leg (right)
4. Ground Control Station
5. Assembly Tool (1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm Allen Key)
6. DRS-10 Parachute
7. LiDAR Scanner (Not included)
8. Landing Leg (left)
9. Galaxy 950/ 1080HL Body
10. Main Rotor Blades
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Galaxy 950 / Galaxy 1080HL

1. Tail Rotor and Tail Motor
2. DRS-10 Recovery Chute System
3. GPS Autopilot Sensor/ Autopilot Status LED
4. Boom Connection Plugs – Tail, DRS-10 and GPS
5. Radio Communication Modem (FCC 15.247 Compliant 900mhz)
6. Main Rotor Blades
7. Canopy Shell
8. Battery
9. XT90 Main battery connectors
10. Landing Legs
11. Rotor Head

Specifications
●
●
●
●
●

Length: 1800mm (71”)
Width G950: 550mm (21.6”)
Width G1080HL: 755mm (29.7”)
Height G950: 580mm (23”)
Height G1080: 700mm (27.5”)

Centre of Gravity
Between 85mm (3.35”) forward of the rotor head and 40mm (1.6”) aft of the rotor head.
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To check the Centre of Gravity (CG, Balance), rotate the main blades to be 90 degrees to the
main body. Place your fingers on the landing gear and adjust the forward and aft to check
balance location.
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Ground Control Station

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Flight Planning tablet/ Autopilot Interface
Parachute Momentary Switch
Battery (2s – 6s)
900mhz Antenna
Flight Mode 3 Position Switch (GPS, Navigation & Return to home)
Autopilot Mode Switch (Attitude & GPS)
System Arm Momentary Switch (Throttle low + Press to Arm)
3 Axis Joystick (left, right, forward, back & Yaw)
Altitude Control

The Ground Control Station can be used with any windows operating system that has
Bluetooth; we recommend the Microsoft ™ Windows Surface Pro tablet for compact size
and long battery life.

Pairing Tablet to GCS
To pair the tablet to the GCS, open the Bluetooth settings and select pair new device. With
the GCS powered on you will see a device named “INF GCS”, this will be paired with the
headphone symbol. Select this device to pair with, once pairing is complete, restart the
tablet.
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Flight Planning Software
The flight planning software (INF Planner / iGCS) and autopilot interface tools can be
downloaded and installed from Google Drive links to these file locations are:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YuaVV8yqhx1vUbudSB5T4JqatF_VYArP.
You will need to download 4 tools:
1.
2.
3.
4.

INF Planner or iGCS
Jupiter Autopilot USB Driver
Jupiter Autopilot Software
Jupiter Log Tool

Before connecting the autopilot to the GCS tablet, it is important to download and install the
USB driver to enable the autopilot device to be recognised.
The GCS has been designed for extended range use; we utilise a long-range FCC approved
900 MHz data modem. For BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line of Sight) operations it is possible to
use 2 GCS systems and Daisy chain them to the Galaxy to allow extended flight operations.
The diagram below shows how two pilot teams could conduct a 10km or further corridor
flight. Pilot in Command 1 (PIC1) will take off; at around 4km PIC 1 will communicate with
PIC 2 and pass over control of the Galaxy to PIC 2. This gives PIC 2 the ability to continue the
mission and land while PIC 1 transitions to the next location 20km away (10km from PIC2
location). This allows a lot of ground to be covered in a very safe and efficient manner.
Note: The Galaxy does not have an approved waiver to be used beyond line of sight and
must be operated to FAA P107 guidelines unless the operator has received the appropriate
waivers and licenses to be used outside of Part 107 regulations.
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Assembly
The Galaxy 950 comes prebuilt and fully tested, the system is then stored in the Galaxy 950
travel case. There are 6 main components to the Galaxy 950 assembly.
-

Main Body
Boom
DRS-10 Parachute
Landing leg (left)
Landing leg (right)
Ground Control Station

Landing Gear
The landing gear is preassembled in two halves (left & right), they are attached to the leg
clamp mounts already attached to the main body. Once the square carbon legs have been
installed, they are held in place by tightening the 4 M3 bolts on each leg clamp. When
tightening the bolts take care not to over tighten them. Apply a small amount of 243 Loctite
to each bolt to lock in place. Each landing leg has a sonar sensor that is connected to the
Galaxy body via an MPX connector. These sensors are used by the autopilot to detect the
landing protocol. These must both be connected for the autopilot to allow take off.
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Boom Assembly
The boom is secured to the main body by inserting and clamping two M3 boom clamp bolts
to tighten around the tube. When inserting the boom, make sure that the rear vertical fin is
parallel to the main rotor shaft and the GPS plate is level. Once the boom is locked in place
connect the three connection plugs for the GPS, DRS-10 and tail motor.

DRS-10 Parachute installation
Refer to Page | 27 of this manual for DRS-10 information and installation.

Boom Removal
The boom can be easily removed for transport by loosening the bolts and disconnecting the
plugs, once disconnected the boom is able to slide back out of the main body.
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Canopy
There are four canopy posts (2 each side). To install the canopy, slide the fibreglass shell
over the main body carefully and locate on the mounting posts. Bolt in place using M3 Bolts.
The rear section of the canopy is joined with a clear piece of cello tape.
The canopy is not essential for flight; it is possible to fly without the canopy. The canopy
provides additional protection from the environment and makes the Galaxy more
aerodynamic; however, it is an additional weight and therefore reduces the flight time
slightly.
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Main Blades
The main blades are attached with two M6 bolts, the blade tension needs to be set so that
the blades can fold when pushed back but not so loose that they have lag and cause
vibrations.

Testing Blade Tension
To test the blade tension, straighten the main blades out and tilt the Galaxy on its side, the
main blades should stay level. If you jolt the Galaxy slightly the blades should just start to
droop. If you turn the galaxy on its side and the blades fall instantly, they are too loose.
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Landing Sensors
The Galaxy features dual landing sensors located on each rear landing gear leg, these
sensors are critical to the safe take-off and landing of the Galaxy aircraft. Before each flight
it is important to check that the sensors are operating correctly. The Galaxy must not be
operated without the landing sensors working correctly.

Maintenance
The Landing sensors use a laser return signal to measure distance, it is critical that the clear
glass face of the landing sensor is always kept clean allowing a clear return signal to be read.
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Checking the sensors
The landing sensor utilizes a laser that detects a distance range, this sends a signal to the
Jupiter Autopilot indicating the aircraft has taken off or landed depending on the laser
feedback signal. If one of the lasers is not operating correctly or detects a distance over
50mm (2”) while grounded the Galaxy Autopilot will not allow the take-off procedure to
commence, this will be displayed by an “Error” message in the Flight Planning software
stating ground switch error.
The landing sensors feature two LED’s on each sensor, one green and one yellow. With the
Galaxy powered on, the Landing Sensor LED will indicate Green and Yellow combined for
less than 50mm and Green only for greater than 50mm, this indicates that the sensors are
working correctly. There are also two LED’s located on the Autopilot, the two LED’s are
related to each sensor (left & right). The LED’s on the autopilot are numbered one and two,
when the landing sensor detects less than 50mm (2”) the LED on the autopilot will NOT be
illuminated, greater than 50mm (2”) and the LED will be illuminated. This process will verify
that that landing sensors are both working correctly. Shown below is the landing sensor LED
in both states.
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Autopilot LED indicator
To verify the signal is being received by the Jupiter Autopilot there are LED indicators
located on the Autopilot case, the LED in relation to the landing sensors are number one
and two. If the landing laser detects less than 50mm (Yellow and Green LED simultaneous)
the Green LED on the autopilot will NOT be illuminated. If the landing sensor detects over
50mm (Green LED only) then the Autopilot LED WILL be illuminated. To check the distance
is working correctly, lift the Galaxy over 50mm (2”) by rotating the nose forward to raise the
rear landing gear and landing sensors.
Below is an image of the autopilot LED, both LED 1 & 2 are illuminated indicating that the
landing sensor detects above 50mm or that sensor is not connected to the autopilot.

Interface control
The Landing sensors can be disabled to troubleshoot, you should never operate the Galaxy
without the landing sensors enabled. If the Galaxy was to be flown with the landing sensors
disabled, then upon landing the user MUST hold the altitude control down firmly and press
the start/stop button of the GCS to manually disarm the Galaxy instantaneously. Please
consult your distributor before attempting to fly without the landing sensors enabled.
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Below shows the Galaxy Autopilot interface page XIV. Peripheral, located at the bottom left
of the interface screen is “Ground Switch Enable”, this must be turned on for the landing
sensors to be active.

Connecting Landing Sensors
The Landing sensors are connected to the Galaxy via an 8pin MPX connector, there are two
connectors (left & right) to allow both landing sensors to be connected. Also located on this
connector is a 2-pin auxiliary port that can be used to output a PWM signal to trigger
camera shutters or control third-party sensors.
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Battery System and MTOW
The Galaxy is designed to be used with dual 6 cell 25-volt lithium polymer batteries, they are
connected to XT90 plugs mounted to each side of the aircraft and connected in a series
circuit to make 50 volts.
The Galaxy 950 / 1080HL total payload plus battery weight must not exceed the specified
weight listed below. Overloading the Galaxy payload can add additional load to the
electronic and mechanical components and result in overheating.

Galaxy 950 total payload plus battery must not exceed 10kg
•
•
•

Battery 30,000mah (7kg total) allows for 3kg max payload
Battery 22,000mah (5kg total) allows for 5kg max payload
Battery 16,000mah (4kg total) allows for 6kg max payload

Galaxy 1080HL total payload plus battery must not exceed 12kg
•
•
•

Battery 30,000mah (7kg total) allows 5kg max payload
Battery 22,000mah (5kg total) allows 7kg max payload
Battery 16,000mah (4kg total) allows 8kg max payload

Recommended Batteries
Galaxy 950/ Galaxy 1080HL
● Capacity – 12,000-30,000mah x2
● Voltage – 6s (6 cells) 22.2volts
Ground Control Station
● Capacity – 3000-4500mah
● Voltage – 2s - 6s (2 cells 7.4volts - 6 cells 22.2volts)

Landing Voltages
While operating the Galaxy series of unmanned aircraft it is necessary to monitor the
aircraft voltage throughout the duration of the flight. It is advised to approach landing
voltages cautiously and monitor the number of milliamps that is charged back into the
battery after each flight and note what the landing voltage was.
The Galaxy uses Lithium-Polymer chemistry as a main battery supply, shown below is a
graph showing the voltage curve of a single Lithium-Polymer cell under no load. We do not
recommend ever going below 3.65v per cell under load. The battery percentage remaining
after a flight should be no less than ten percent (10%).
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The recommended landing voltages for the Galaxy 950/1080 are:
-

43.8v Consider returning home to land
43.5v Begin landing as soon as safely possible
43.0v Land immediately
Never fly below 10% battery remaining

Installation
The Batteries are secured using a Velcro hook and loop strap that holds them to a solid
carbon plate. Once the batteries are strapped in place connect each battery to the
corresponding XT90 plug mounted on the main body sides. When connecting the XT90 to
the Galaxy always confirm the plug is pushed in firmly. Failure to push the plug all the way in
could result in a loss of power to the entire system including the parachute.

Charging
The batteries should be charged as per the manufacture’s specifications, lithium polymer
batteries should always be charged with caution and never left unattended.
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Autopilot System
The Galaxy features a commercial grade 6 axis autopilot system (Jupiter Plus), the autopilot
has many configurations that can be adjusted to customise the parameters to accommodate
the end user requirements. Always use caution when changing the settings from the default
value and communicate with your distributer for advice before making any changes.

Default Galaxy settings
●
●
●
●
●
●

Battery Stage 1 – 3.60v
Battery Stage 2 – 3.48v
Lost Link- 2 seconds
Lost Link Navigation- 40 seconds
Lost GPS – 30 seconds
RTL Heading - Front

Battery Low
There are two stages to the voltage failsafe.
Stage 1
The battery low will be indicated by a red flashing LED and a warning message that will
display on INF Planner or I-GCS.

Stage 2
The Galaxy will begin to return home when this is activated, the stage 2 failsafe does not
consider the distance from home, so it is important that cautious battery monitoring
is conducted during all flights. BVLOS or Corridor missions we recommend that stage
2 is disabled. This is due to the fact the Galaxy could be far from the original take off
location when RTL (Return to launch) is activated, in most cases there would not be
enough battery capacity to return to this location safely.

Battery Low Override
If at any time during the flight stage 2 is activated automatically the Galaxy will stop and
climb to a minimum set height or stay at the current height if above the threshold and begin
to return to the GPS location that it took off from where it will begin to autonomously land.
If the Pilot in Command (PIC) wishes to override the failsafe and take back control of the
flight, use the momentary AP mode switch on the GCS, press this for 2 seconds to change
the flight mode from GPS lock to Attitude. This will change the flight mode from GPS lock to
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Attitude mode and indicate to the autopilot that the failsafe can be disabled. Note: Return
home function will not activate again after the mode change has been recorded. The Pilot
must land immediately. It is recommended to descend altitude to the lowest possible height
without the risk of contacting obstacles in case an emergency landing is required.

Lost Link
If during a flight the communication link between the GCS and the Galaxy is disconnected
the autopilot can be configured to delay from 0 to 120seconds before returning to launch
(RTL) is activated. A delay is useful when flying around terrain where a failsafe may be
unsafe if activated. Using the PC interface connect to the autopilot via USB and enter the ‘IV.
RTL’ page, here you can select the delay value from the time the link is lost to when RTL will
activate, if activated the Galaxy will return to the take off location.
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Navigation Failsafe
Like the lost link protocol, the autopilot can be configured to RTL or continue the mission. If
the “None” option is selected the Galaxy will continue mission and fly to the mission home
location set in the flight plan where it will land. Using the “None” option is recommended
when flying around terrain where an RTL would be unsafe example; close to high trees or
terrain. Careful flight planning , must be used to avoid flying missions that could exceed the
battery capacity resulting in a loss of power to the Galaxy.

GPS Lost
If during flight the GPS satellite link is lost the autopilot will delay a set time configured in
the PC interface before beginning to decent and land.

Autopilot LED status
The Jupiter autopilot LED status indicate the autopilot flight mode, errors or calibration
modes. The lights consist of Red, Green, White and Blue.
All Lights on

● No RF Link to the GCS
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● IMU still in calibration mode (can take up to 30 seconds)

Green

●
●
●
●

Solid Green: Autopilot On (GPS, NAV or RTL Mode)
Intermittent Green: Autopilot off (Attitude mode)
Flashing Green: Establishing satellite connections
Compass Calibration: Intermittent or Solid green at the completion of compass
calibration (dependent on AP switch)

Blue

● Flashing Blue: No GPS satellites established
● Solid Blue: Compass Calibration mode

Red

-

Intermittent Red: Sensor Error
Flashing Red: Battery low failsafe
Solid Red: GPS not connected
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Green and Blue

-

Flashing Green and Blue: RTL failsafe
Solid Green and Blue (during Compass Calibration): Indicates phase one of compass
calibration is completed.

Compass Calibration
Compass Calibration will be performed as required. It is necessary to perform compass
calibration if the Galaxy has moved more than 200 miles from its last site of compass
calibration, or if the magnetic declination has changed from its last calibration.
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Declination
Using the Jupiter Autopilot PC Interface, connect to the autopilot via USB and navigate to
the GPS page of the interface. At the bottom of the page is the declination setting, change
this value to your area’s declination.

Entering Compass Calibration Mode
Place the aircraft on level ground and turn on the GCS. This should be done outside and at
least 15 meters from any metal objects. Power on the Galaxy and wait for the Status
LED/GPS Puck to flash green continuously. When conducting a compass calibration always
make sure that the DRS-10 is in the unloaded position (silk removed, and deployment plate
released) to avoid the system activating and damaging the carbon structure of the DRS-10.
• To enter Compass Calibration mode: Use the autopilot mode momentary switch. Press
and release the switch fast 4 times to enter calibration mode.
• The LED status will show a solid blue light when the Galaxy has entered compass
calibration.
• Pick up the Galaxy and, while maintaining a horizontal attitude; slowly rotate around
the GPS puck with the aircraft in the XY axis until the LED status changes to green and
blue.

• Once the LED status changes to green and blue stop rotation.
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• Rotate the nose of the aircraft downward 90 degrees then slowly rotate with the
aircraft until the LED status changes to fast flashing Green.

• Stop rotation and place the Galaxy back on the ground, wait three seconds before
removing power.
• Re-power the Galaxy as per normal procedure and continue with pre-flight checks.

GPS Tracking
If during flight you observe the Galaxy to be flying slightly “crabbed/angled” the calibration
or declination value may need to be adjusted. First repeat the compass calibration process,
if the crabbing is still observed adjust the declination 1 degree at a time until the flight
tracking is corrected.
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Geofencing
The Galaxy autopilot can enable a Geo Fence that will restrict both height and distance from
take-off. The default settings for the Galaxy aircraft is to have both of these settings
disabled and rely on flight planning information and users to fly within the rules and
restrictions of their country’s regulations.

Altitude Limit
The maximum altitude limit is used to restrict the Galaxy to a max altitude set in the
autopilot interface. If GPS (MSL) height source is selected for flight, then it is most likely that
this setting will need to be disabled as the take off height may already be beyond the height
limit set.
Example: The height limit is set to 120m (400ft) but the take-off height is 400m (1300ft)
MSL, if the autopilot height source is set to GPS (MSL) then the take-off location is already
exceeding the height limit and will not take off correctly. If the autopilot is set to Barometric
(AGL) then the height limit will work correctly as no matter where the take-off location is
the barometric height will always initialize at 0m.

Distance Limit
The Distance Limit function restricts the flight distance from take-off point to the value set
in the interface. The autopilot will not allow the aircraft to fly outside the set radius and will
maintain a hover at the restricted distance.
Example: Distance limit is set to 100m (330ft) the Galaxy takes off and is flown in a straight
line, once it reaches a distance of 100m (330ft) the Galaxy will slow down to a hover and not
fly beyond the distance even if the command from the GCS is to keep flying.
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Main Rotor RPM adjustment
The Galaxy autopilot and motor control system is featuring an intuitive adjustment process.
There are many situations where the main rotor RPM (head speed) would be adjusted, the
Galaxy is tested and shipped with a setup rotor RPM but environmental and payload factors
may result in the default RPM not being suitable. A standard rule that applies is higher the
payload then higher the rotor RPM.
*Adjusting the RPM value has an effect on the gains settings and caution must be used when changing the
RPM values and flight testing, only change from default under the guidance of your distributor and/or the
manufacturer (Innoflight International pty ltd).

Default starting points for RPM
Payload
0-3kg
3-4.5kg
4.5-6.5ks

RPM
52,000 – 55,000
55,000-60,000
62,000 – 65,000

RPM Windy
55,000 – 57,000
60,000-62,000
65,000-67,000

Adjusting the RPM
Connect to the Galaxy USB-C port and open the autopilot interface. After the Galaxy has
established a connection to the interface, navigate to the “XIV. Peripheral” page. The Motor
Idle PWM value is what dictates the rotor speed, raising this value will increase the main
rotor RPM. Adjustments of increments no more than “15” per adjustment is recommended.
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*Do not adjust the Motor Init PWM and never go below 1560 Motor Idle PWM

Checking Main Rotor RPM
To check the RPM value open I-GCS or INF Planner and check the RPM telemetry value. This
value will be between 50,000 and 67,000.

Recovery Parachute DRS-10
The Galaxy 950 is equipped with a recovery parachute that is attached to the boom. The
parachute is manufacture by Drone Rescue Systems for use with the Galaxy 950. The
recovery chute is activated electronically and released via rubber straps under tension, this
allows the system to be transported easily as no pyrotechnics or compressed air cartridges
are used.
The parachute is exceptionally light weight and simple to use but care must be taken to
install correctly and follow each step accurately.
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Automatic activation parameters
● Exceeds 70 degrees of pitch or roll angle
● Decent rate of more than 6m/s for longer than 0.5 seconds
● Effective from 35+ meters AGL

Installing the DRS-10 to the Galaxy 950
The DRS unit is attached to the boom via two M3 bolts as shown below.
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The DRS-10 has two carbon fibre rails with 3mm holes along a spine, there are two holes
that are fitted with a threaded insert. The two attachment bolts need to go through the first
rail, boom mount and second rail. The bolts need to be tightened firmly to clamp the DRS-10
in place securely. Once the DRS-10 is bolted in place connect the 5-pin connector to supply
power and signal to the system.
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Manual activation
Hold down the parachute and arm/disarm switches on the GCS simultaneously. When
testing the parachute activation always remove the parachute silk from the tube to avoid
the parachute being deployed and unpacked. To replace the weight of the silk being
removed it is recommended to use a weighted object to avoid damaging the carbon fibre
structure of the DRS-10. A simple filled water bottle installed in place of the parachute silk is
recommended.

Automatic Activation Test
Due to the Galaxy rotor head design it is only possible to test the automatic activation of the
parachute by following the compass calibration procedure, physically rotating the Galaxy
past 50 degrees WILL cause damage to the rotor head components. To learn more about
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the compass calibration process view page .28 of this manual. To test the automatic
activation, enter the compass calibration protocol, when the vertical calibration is
conducted the Galaxy will rotate past 90degrees activating the DRS-10. A red LED and
audible alarm will be observed. To replace the weight of the silk being removed it is
recommended to use a weighted object to avoid damaging the carbon fibre structure of the
DRS-10. A simple filled water bottle installed in place of the parachute silk will simulate this.

DRS-10 LED Status
The DRS-10 utilises an external LED used to indicate the system status.

Mechanically Arming the DRS-10
With the Galaxy 950 de-powered, use your finger to lift the white locking arm located on the
outside of the DRS-10. Using the water bottle or a tube that fits inside the DRS-10 push the
carbon fibre plate all the way into the DRS-10, you will feel the tension of the rubber tighten
as the plate reaches the end of its travel. There is a locking shaft that must go all the way
into the firing mechanism. Once you have pushed the plate all the way to the end of its
travel, release the white latch to lock the plate in place. You can confirm that the system is
securely locked in place by removing the water bottle/tube used to push the plate in.
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Loading the parachute silk
Extreme care must be taken to install the parachute silk into the DRS-10 tube. The
parachute is prepacked from the factory and must only be packed by the manufacturer to
ensure correct deployment. The silk is held inside a cardboard sleeve, this sleeve is used to
assist the silk in sliding out of the carbon tube in the event of an in-flight activation. The
cardboard sleeve MUST be installed, without this sleeve the silk WILL NOT deploy.
The silk will always be stored inside the sleeve using a rubber band to hold the package
together. To install the silk into the DRS-10 carefully hold the package together and remove
the rubber band. Slide the silk and cardboard into the DRS-10 tube with the folded edge of
the cardboard going in first. Push the assembly into the tube until it is all the way in. The
join where the cardboard meets itself should be positioned along the carbon rail mount of
the DRS-10 as this has the most surface area without lightening holes to allow the sleeve to
deploy without any chance of being caught.
Once the silk is in plate it is essential that the Velcro strap is pressed in place securely across
the back of the parachute silk. This will hold any excess shock chord as well as stop the
parachute from sliding out during flight. If the Velcro strap is not secured in place correctly
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the parachute WILL deploy from the airflow and vibrations in flight, this could result in the
parachute becoming tangled in the tail rotor or main rotor blades.

Storing the parachute
After the days flying it is recommended to remove the parachute silk from the DRS-10 and
release the firing plate to relieve the rubber bands of their tension. When releasing the
deployment plate always insert a weighted object or hold force against the plate to prevent
the carbon fibre structure being damaged by the release force. Store the parachute silk
inside the carboard sleeve with a rubber band around to keep the package secured.
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Flight Planning
The Galaxy utilizes a common protocol for flight planning and telemetry data
communications allowing multiple flight planning software’s to be used. We only
recommend and support our own software ‘I-GCS’ however we do have a modified version
of the open source software Mission Planner and detailed instructions to use both are in
this manual.

I-GCS
I-GCS is designed to control all autonomous vehicles fitted with the Jupiter series autopilots.
Calibration of the autopilot system is not possible through this software and must be done
via separate software that connects directly to the autopilot hardware.

Installation
To install I-GCS you will need to copy or download the installer to the Windows based
computer you will be flight planning or operating the Galaxy from. Run the installer as
administrator and follow the prompts to complete the install.

General Setup
After the installation is complete it is required to change I-GCS settings to your preferences.
This is a very user-friendly process allowing easy use and customization to meet customer
preferences.
To locate “General Setup” select
the symbol at the top left of the main page. This will
display the INF logo with 3 options below, “General Setup”, “Parameter Setup” and “RTK
Setup”.
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Select the “General Setup” menu, another window will appear with options to change the
values. Select the values desired and close the window by clicking “x” the values will save
automatically.

Telemetry Data
It is required to customize the telemetry and system options to your preferences. Below is a
guide based on the recommended settings for operating the Galaxy.
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On the right side of I-GCS located below the HUD is the telemetry options from the Galaxy, it
is possible to add/delete these values as well as add additional options and change the
order of the telemetry data displayed.

Telemetry Data
To add or change the values displayed, right click one of the telemetry data values. A box
will appear with the options to “Add Info” and “Delete Info”. In the attached images to this
manual you will see the recommended telemetry data to be operate the Galaxy aircraft.
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Adding Telemetry Additional Data
To add additional telemetry data, click “Add Info” this will pop up a window with more
telemetry options to select. You can add up to 14 total data options. To add additional flight
information, select the value and click “OK” at the bottom of the page, this will save the
value to the main page of I-GCS.

Connection to Galaxy
To connect the Galaxy to I-GCS you will need to first have the Ground Control Station paired
to the windows computer being used. For information on this process go to page .11 of this
manual. Located at the top right of the screen is “connection” click this to bring up the
window to allow connection, select the correct com port to initiate the connection. Once
connected the telemetry values will change to reflect the Galaxy data being transmitted.

Flight Planning
Planning mission with I-GCS allows simple to complicated missions to be planned with ease.
On the right side of I-GCS, the tools required to plan missions are set out vertically. To begin
planning a mission select the “Create” Icon
screen.

, this will enter the mission planning
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Plotting flight plan area
To outline the area to be flown select the “Place area point” Icon
, the first point
clicked will drop a “home” point (this can be moved around by dragging the ‘H’ icon. After
the home point has been set the next points will place a red pin and a shape file will start to
be drawn and you add more pins. The outline can be altered by dragging the pins to edit the
selected flight area.
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Grid Planning
Once the area to be flown has been established the grid planning can be added. Select the
“Grid Planning” icon
to begin grid planning. A new window will populate to allow the
grid options to be selected.

Adjusting Grid parameters
The following steps depend on the payload being used, the height and overlaps are fully
adjustable to allow users to set the desired side lap, forward lap and height required to
conduct the survey and collect accurate data. On the left side of the screen the parameters
are located to edit the plan. Select the “Camera”
tab to change the parameter
options.
Camera settings
If you know the camera settings for your payload it is possible to add the focal length,
sensor width and sensor height. This allows the automatic settings for percentage side lap
and forward lap to be calculated depending on the height selected.
Shutter speed
To set the shutter speed (time between camera triggers) the “Photo Overlap” value can be
adjusted. The shutter interval time in seconds will be displayed live while the percentage
overlap is being adjusted. If the shutter interval time is too low, then the camera buffer may
block, and the camera will not be able capture images. For example, most Sony camera’s
cannot trigger faster than 1.1 seconds, therefor while flight planning you would not go
below to 1.2 seconds, this will give the camera buffer time to continue taking images.
Route Angle
The Route Angle value sets the angle of flight path for the entire grid.
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Route Width
Using the Route Width value will adjust the space between each run/leg.
Safe Area Width
Adjusting the Safe Area Width value sets a border inside the plotted flight area.

Hold Time
To set a delay at each way point the Hold Time value can be set. Adjusting this value will set
a time delay for the galaxy to stop at each individual waypoint.
Flight Speed
Set the flight speed of the Galaxy. The flight speed specifications for the Galaxy is 0.5 meters
per second (m/s) to 15 meters per second (m/s). Operating over 15m/s is not permitted
inside standard operating specifications.
Altitude
Set the altitude to be flown
Camera trigger distance
As well as shutter time it is also possible to set the distance between images as a set
distance.
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Completing flight planning
Once the grid settings have been established, click the confirmation tick
to set the grid
path. It is now possible to save the waypoints or write the way points to the Galaxy
autopilot. It is recommended to save the waypoints at this time to avoid losing any flight
planning work completed. With I-GCS connected to the Galaxy it is possible to write the
waypoints to the autopilot. Click the “Create”
page and return to the home page.

icon again to close the flight planning

Additional I-GCS information
Loading Pre-existing Missions
It possible to load pre planned flights using the “Load waypoints” option. This will open a
windows folder browser, navigate to the selected .waypoints file, selected the file. The preplanned mission will load and be able to be written to the Galaxy. The same process can be
followed with opening pre-planned area files. Select the “Load Area” option. This will open a
windows folder browser, navigate to the .poly file, select the file. The pre-planned polygon
will populate.
Read Waypoints
Read waypoints allows the waypoints stored on the Galaxy to be read back to the flight
planner. The waypoints can only be read if the Galaxy power has not be cycled, the Galaxy
will only store the last written waypoint file. When re powered the waypoint file is cleared
from the autopilot.
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Measure Tool
Located on the left vertical tool tab is the “Measure”
icon. Setting points on the map
will show the distance between two points dropped on the map.
Map Centring Tool
To reposition the maps so that the home point is centred on the screen click the “Centre”
icon.

INF Flight Planner
INF Flight Planner software is used to communicate with the autopilot to complete a flight
or project. The software is based on the open source software Mission Planner that has
been customized to work for our autopilot system.
INF Flight Planner is designed to control all autonomous vehicles fitted with the Jupiter
series autopilots. Calibration of the autopilot system is not possible through this software
and must be done via separate software that connects directly to the autopilot hardware.

Installation
The software comes pre-installed on the Ground Control Station (GCS). You may receive an
additional copy of the software which may be installed on local machines (Windows based
environment) for the of purpose flight planning.
Files
The install comes as a single file that is a compressed self-extracting zip file or as a folder
that only needs copying to the users desired hard drive location.
Permissions
The install needs no special permissions to run other than access to the internet.
Version Updates
Instructions will be provided with any update to guide the user through the update process.
Opening the software is done by double clicking the ‘INF Flight Planner’ shortcut icon on the
GCS desktop, or by navigating to the user installation location and double clicking the
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‘INFPlanner.exe’ file. A splash screen and command window will open initially. The software
opens onto the Flight data tab by default.

Flight Planning
It is recommended that the flight is planned before leaving for the field to complete the
project. To change from Flight Data to Flight Plan to create a flight plan for the aircraft to
follow, the user must select the ‘FLIGHT PLAN’ screen button on the top left of the INF
Planner window or by pressing the F3 key.

The map area becomes larger as well as flight data being removed. By default, the map
region will default to the last geographic location in which a home location was set. Select
the map service provider location on the right-hand side of the INF Flight Planner window in
the action pane.

Map Orientation
To orient the map on a new project site the GCS operator can zoom out the map either by
using the ‘Zoom’ slider on the right-hand side of the map, or by using a centre wheel of a
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mouse. The map can then be centered over the desired location then zoom in by either
using the ‘Zoom’ slider or a mouse wheel. It is advised not to zoom in too quickly to allow
for re-centring. Be aware that the map service provider may not provide a mapping solution
for your location. If this occurs, select another map service provider.

Setting Home Position for Flight planning
There are two methods to set home locations:
1. If on-site and connected to the aircraft, select the Flight Plan tab and the underlined
“Home Location” option is located on the right side of the Flight Plan window,
directly below the write WP button. This option will snap the Home location and
map to the aircraft’s present position.
2. If pre-planning, hover the mouse over the desired location then right click to bring
up the menu. Select the bottom option ‘Set Home Here’ and left click this option.
This will place a green marker at this location.
To check home location, hover the mouse over this green marker and it will display an ‘H’ in
the centre of it and a light purple flag displaying ‘Alt: 0’. During the flight planning phase, it
is recommended to select the anticipated launch point as the Home point for accurate
depiction of flight path and time estimates.

Defining the Project Area
To create a grid flight plan you must have the area predefined. It is recommended to make
the predefined area larger than the project area. This is to guarantee coverage for
processing.
There are two ways to define the area for the grid. The first is to draw the area on the map,
the second is to import a shape file (*.shp).

Drawing a Project Area
Drawing a project area on the map to define the area for the grid lines is a quick way to set
the area. To start the ‘draw polygon mode’ to define the area, either select the polygon icon
on the left-hand side of the map, or by right clicking at the desired position of the first point
in the map region and selecting the ‘Draw Polygon’ → ‘Add Polygon Point’. If you select the
‘Polygon’ icon on the left-hand side of the screen, the background of the icon will change
from black to green to show it is active. Selecting ‘Add Polygon Point’ is the least preferred
way of creating the polygon as there is no indication of the current cursor mode.
Entering the draw polygon by either method will allow the user to place successive red
markers at desired boundary points. Each point will have a red line from the previous red
marker and a red line closing the polygon.
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Misplaced red markers can only be deleted outside of ‘draw Polygon’ mode by left clicking
on a marker then right clicking on the way point to be removed and selecting ‘Delete WP’.
Misplaced red markers may also be moved to a refined position.

Importing a Shape File
To import a shape file (*.shp) to define the area of interest right click in the map region and
select ‘Draw Polygon’ → ‘From SHP’. This will open a standard windows load file subwindow. Use this window to navigate and select the shape file. The shape file will appear as
a red outlined box with red markers at the vertices.

Creating a Survey Grid
Once you are satisfied that you have covered the area of the project with a polygon, right
click on the map and select ‘Auto WP’ → ‘Survey (Grid)’. This will open a subwindow and
automatically generate flight lines based on options listed in ‘Simple’ and ‘Grid Options’.
Waypoints will be indicated by green markers with black numbering. Flight lines are drawn
in yellow between waypoints with direction of travel indicated mid-flight line by arrow. In
this sub-window the polygon may be amended by dragging the red markers using a left click
and drag. The flight lines automatically adjust to the new polygon.

Simple Options Tab
The ‘Simple’ tab contains some basic flight settings:
● Camera: Allows you to select the camera from a drop-down menu. If a change is
made the user must adjust a value to see the flight lines are redrawn with the
correct data.
● Altitude (m): Sets the flying height above the ground. It is to be noted that this is
not above sea-level – unless specified set up for above sea level by manufacturer.
● Angle [deg]: Sets the direction of the flight lines.
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● Camera facing forward: This assumes the camera is off set from nadir.
● Flying Speed (est) (m/s): Set the aircraft speed for the aircraft.
● Add Take-off and Land WP’s: This automatically adds the take-off and landing
waypoints at the home location.
● Use RTL: Turns on automatic return-to-land.
● Split into x segments: Splits the project into several sub segments. Not Currently
Used!

Display
Selectable options for isplay in the map region of the Survey Grid sub window.
Boundary
The polygon in which flight lines are drawn.
Markers
Displays Waypoint markers for flight line start and end.
Grid
Displays the flight line.
Internal
Displays approximate camera triggering locations.
Footprints
Displays approximate area of coverage for each camera capture.
Advance Options
Turns on additional options tabs of ‘Grid Options’ and ‘Camera Configuration’.
Grid Options Tab
The ‘Grid Options’ tab allows for the run spacing and camera overlap for imagery capture.
Distance between lines [m]:
This sets the run spacing between flight lines. This must be entered manually. Using the
incremental will result in spacing defined by the side lap percentage being applied.
Overshoot [m]
The distance past the natural end of a flight line where an extra waypoint is placed to
extend the flight line. There are two input boxes for this option. Each one is applied to only
one end of the flight line.
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Lead-in
This option places a leading waypoint out for all flight line runs.
Start From
This sets the location from where the flight lines will start. There are six options; Home, Top
Left, Bottom Left, Top Right, Bottom Right, and Point. The default is home and is the
recommended option.
Overlap [%]
This sets the camera triggering based on the camera configuration.
Side lap [%]
This sets the flight line spacing based on the camera configuration.
Cross Grid
This check box adds perpendicular flights lines to create a grid pattern.
Camera Config Tab
It is not recommended to amend values on this tab. This tab should be referenced to verify
the GSD (Ground Sampling Distance) of the chosen payload and ensure the side lap %
chosen will be sufficient for the data acquisition plan.

Accepting a Survey Grid
Pressing the ‘Accept’ button on the Simple Tab will close the ‘Survey (Grid)’ sub-window and transfer
the flight lines to the main map region.

Saving and Loading a Flight
Flight plans are saved as *.waypoints or *.txt. These files are ASCII files.

Saving and Loading Flight Plan
To save or load a flight plan the software must be on the ‘FLIGHT PLAN’ screen. The righthand side of the screen contains a collapsible pane labelled ‘Action’. Ensure this pane is
extended. There are two buttons labelled ‘Load WP File’ and ‘Save WP File’. These open
standard windows load and save sub-windows. Once opened navigate through the system
to desired location and either save or load the desired file.
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Pre-Flight Checks
Inspections:
Airframe
1. Main blade tension
2. Defects or damage
3. Boom is secured to the main frame
4. Main boom connection plugs
5. Main landing gear is secure and no visible cracking
6. Check canopy attachment points
7. Payload attachment and wiring
8. Parachute mechanism
9. Main battery installation is secure, and batteries are fully charged
10. Tail blade spins freely
GCS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Main battery is charged to a suitable percentage for the flight
Microsoft tablet battery is at a suitable percentage
All switches work correctly
Joystick and Altitude control movement is free and without binding

Flight Mission
1. Flight path is within the regulations
2. Home location is correctly set for a suitable location
3. Flight speed and path overlaps are correct for the data capturing

Flight Operations
Control Check
Using the GCS joystick and altitude control, move the directions and observe the swash
plate of the Galaxy. Left joystick will move the swash plate to the left bank, forward joystick
will tilt the swash plate forward. When the altitude slider is pushed up the entire swash
plate should slide up evenly and positive pitch angle of the blades will be observed.
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Autopilot Status Check
Autopilot status check, with the GCS Autopilot mode switch in the pressed position
(Attitude) the LED indicator on the GPS puck should show solid green, indicating GPS lock
mode is active.

Check Parachute Operation
It is recommended at the start of every new flying day or disassembly/assembly that the
DRS-10 recovery parachute system is tested. Please refer to page I 28 of this operating
manual for information on this.

Connecting INF Flight Planner to the Aircraft
In the top right corner of the map is the data connection set up. It involves selecting the
correct communication connection and baud rate then pressing the connect icon. For most
users the connection type will be com 3 (com port may vary, just select the one that allows
you to connect) and a baud rate of 115200. Once connected the plug icon will change from
red to green. This button can now be used to disconnect from the aircraft.

Load a Flight Plan onto the Autopilot
Loading a flight plan that has been created requires the operator to be on the Flight Plan
screen in the software. Once the operator has reviewed the flight lines, the flight plan may
be uploaded by clicking on the ‘Write WPs’ button in the Action Pane. DO NOT write WPs to
the Galaxy without first setting the home point. INF Flight Planner will begin writing the
waypoints to the autopilot. A warning may appear stating that the flight altitudes are
absolute. This is to ensure the operator knows that the flight is not managing its heights in
reference to the terrain, but to the take-off point.

Check Sensor Operation
The operator may have to check the operation of the sensor to ensure a successful flight.
For a nonstandard payload a supplementary document for pre-flight testing may be
supplied if required. For the Innovative Flight integrated survey gimbal, ensure INF Planner
is on the Flight Data page. Right click in the map region and select ‘Trigger Camera Now’. A
confirmation box will appear on the screen, at the same time the camera will take a photo.
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Take-off Procedure
Conduct a final assessment of the take-off area to ensure the environment has not changed
and there will be no new potential hazards. If the environment has changed reassess the
take-off point’s suitability for the project and isolate hazards. It is recommended to take off
with the heading of the Galaxy pointing directly away from you, this allows you to react to
control easily if needed.
There should be no obstacles or people within a 30m radius of the Galaxy during take-off
and landing.
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AP Switch to On / GPS Mode
To indicate the Galaxy is in GPS mode the LED will be solid green. To test the AP mode
change, press and hold the momentary AP mode switch. When pressed the LED will change
to flashing green indication Attitude mode is active. When the button is released the LED on
the GPS puck will return to solid green indicating GPS lock mode is active.
Arm/Spool up
Visually check that nothing will be hit by the blades. Press the unlock motors button while
holding the altitude control in the fully down position. The LED indicator will flash
white indicating spool up process is activated, the spool up process will last
approximately 17 seconds before the Galaxy will take off. If at any time the white
LED stops flashing this indicates the spool up process has stopped, this is most likely
due to the altitude control dropping to 50% or less.
During Spool up the main blades will begin a soft start where they ramp up to full RPM over
the duration of the spool up, the tail rotor will begin to spool up once the main rotor
has started. There is a 3 second delay between the tail rotor and main rotor spool up
initiating.
Hold the Altitude control to past Midway (65%)
Either Increase Altitude control or Select NAV Mode if a mission has been uploaded/written
to the autopilot.
Depending on the risk factor the pilot may either transit the aircraft vertically to the first
waypoint using the Altitude control or move the Flight Mode switch from GPS to
NAV. If the pilot chooses to fly the aircraft manually, they have control over any
unexpected occurrences immediately and can navigate around any low-level
obstacles.
If the pilot chooses to change to NAV Mode immediately the aircraft will execute a max
performance vertical take-off to flight plan height, then begin the flight plan. If this
method is chosen once the aircraft has reached approximately 5m altitude change
mode from Nav back to GPS and perform an in-flight control check before enabling
Nav mode again and continuing to mission.
Transit
If the pilot has not selected the NAV Mode take off, the aircraft may need to be flown to an
ideal location so that NAV Mode can be selected. The pilot should increase flying
height to achieve a safe altitude to manoeuvre flight using the Cyclic/Joystick to
guide the Galaxy in the desired direction.
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Navigation mode
Once NAV Mode has been selected the pilot should simultaneously monitor the aircraft
location in the real world as well as look at the GCS to monitor the flight profile.
Landing
Landing the Galaxy requires care and concentration, landing is the most important part of
the flight, following the below procedures will ensure safe landings every time. For the
autopilot to complete the landing and disarm (shutdown) the motors the vertical velocity
movement must stop and the altitude control from the GCS be held in the lowest position
until the motors shutdown. Never raise the altitude control until a clear confirmation of the
Galaxy rotors shutting down has been observed.
There are dual landing sensors installed on the Galaxy to detect when the aircraft has
contacted the ground, these assist with the landing procedure and must be working
correctly for take-off to initiate, more information on the Galaxy landing sensors can be
found on page 19 (Landing Sensors) of this manual.
As the aircraft lowers the rate of descent (-Z Velocity) must be lowered (the throttle moving
closer to the centre position) to ensure a gentle touchdown. Once the aircraft lands
reduce the altitude control of the GCS to minimum position (fully down)
immediately, both autonomous landing and landing in GPS Mode the motors will
automatically shut off after 5 seconds. It is important to note that allowing an
autonomous landing may result in the Galaxy not shutting down the rotor if the
landing sensors do not detect the ground, this could result in a boom strike
occurring. When landing, the Altitude control MUST be held at the lowest position
until the Galaxy “disarms”. Do not raise the altitude control until the rotors have
slowed down RPM (approximately 10 seconds after landing), disarming will be
indicated by a message on the flight planning screen, a solid white LED on the
autopilot GPS and a noticeable RPM decrease of the main rotor and tail rotor.
It is recommend the pilot shuts down the Galaxy manually when landing, to manually land
the pilot must press the Motor Start/Stop button from the GCS while maintaining
downward pressure on the Altitude control to shut down. This method is
recommended to insure a fastest possible shutdown on landing. Once touch down
has occurred hold the altitude control down firmly and press the start/stop button
on the GCS for 1-2seconds, maintain holding the altitude control down at all times
until the Galaxy RPM has decreased confirming that the rotors have shutdown.
The aircraft is capable of autonomous landing as a failsafe measure, it is not recommended
to use autonomous landing for the Galaxy for general landing practice, the disarm
protocol to ensure that the aircraft has landed takes additional time and can result in
an unstable landing or possible blade strict. We recommend that the auto landing
function is only ever used as an emergency procedure where a command link from
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the GCS cannot be established. The pilot should always land the Galaxy in GPS Mode
(recommended) to have full control of the landing process. During landing no lateral
movements should be conducted below 1.5 meters AGL off the ground. If the
aircraft is below 1.5 meters and is not over the desired location the pilot should raise
the Galaxy to over 1.5 meters, move laterally and then proceed again following the
recommended landing and shutdown procedure.

Recommended landing procedure
123456-

Decision made to start landing procedure
Start decent to landing location
Confirm landing area is clear
Check flight data on telemetry screen
Descend to 1.5m AGL
Check all flight controls including altitude raises (this will confirm not RTL is
activated)
7- Lower the Galaxy to less than 1m AGL and confirm ground is clear
8- Lower the altitude control slowly until touch down
9- Hold the altitude control all the way down immediately upon touch down, DO NOT
raise the altitude control until the Galaxy has disarmed/RPM decreased
10- While holding the altitude control fully down immediately on touch down it is also
recommended to press the start/stop button to speed up the disarming of the
Galaxy. Continue to hold down the altitude control for 10 seconds while the rotor
RPM decreases

Flight Characteristic tuning
The Galaxy 950/1080 autopilot is specifically tuned to each Galaxy aircraft. Every aircraft has
slight individual characteristics that require varied tuning from the default values, however
environmental conditions also influence the flight performance as well as different payload
weights. It is possible to make minor changes to the autopilot settings to enhance the
performance of the Galaxy when changing payloads or to adjust for different environmental
conditions.
It is extremely important that the following settings are adjusted with care. Applying a large
adjustment to any of the autopilot settings could result in unstable flight and catastrophic
consequences. It is recommended to consult your nearest distributor or directly
communicate with Innoflight when adjusting the autopilot settings.
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Rotor head Gains
There are two main settings for the rotor head control Cyclic Gain and Attitude/GPS Gain.
Settings for the Cyclic Gain should be adjusted in 2% increments only and stay in a range of
85% - 130%. The default Galaxy Cyclic gain is 90% (+/- 5%) when tuned to a 5kg payload.
Settings for the attitude/GPS are always set to 100%, as with cyclic gain adjustments these
should only be altered at 2% increments. It would be exceptionally rare that these values
ever exceeded 100%. The attitude/gps gain value alters the reaction the autopilot takes to
hold a GPS location therefore lowering the value creates a more stable flight as the Galaxy
will react slower to holder precise positions.

Tail Rotor Gains
The Galaxy features a unique direct drive fixed pitch tail rotor control system. Unlike a
traditional variable pitch tail the Galaxy tail position is held by adjusting the RPM output of
the individual tail rotor motor. This allows far fewer mechanical parts and lower
maintenance requirements.
Tuning the tail:
The tail control gains consist of two values “Rudder Lock Gain” and “Rudder I Gain”. The
default values for the Galaxy is 135% (+/- 5%) for the lock gain and 40% (+/- 5%) for the I
gain. There are situations where these settings may need to be adjusted to meet the user
requirements or environmental conditions such as wind. The tail rotor control is very
forgiving to adjustments compared to the rotor head, increments of up to 10% per change
can be made to the “Lock gain” and up to 7% adjustments of the “I” Gain.
Lock Gain: The Rudder Lock Gain values adjust how much power the Galaxy will use to
maintain the heading, the higher the value the harder it will try to hold a perfect heading.
However, if the value is too high then a hunting/bouncing effect may be observed where the
tail is too sensitive to the heading. Lowing the Lock Gain will decrease the heading
sensitively and allow a softer medium for the heading control to be maintained. Often this
value is sensitive the wind, typically higher wind the higher this value needs to be to
counteract the wind gusts.
Rudder I Gain: The I gain adjusts the amount of power the autopilot applies to the tail rotor
to react to the Lock gain. For example, a low lock gain and low I gain would result in a weak
heading hold as the tail would have low sensitivity and power to heading control.
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Flight Data logging
The autopilot has a solid-state internal memory, every flight log is recorded from the
time the autopilot is armed and 15 seconds after being disarmed (provided the autopilot
has power). The flight log provides information on all the autopilot sensors as well as
user input values, the flight log can be downloaded using the INF Log tool. This data
cannot be read by customers and must be sent to Innoflight for full analysis.

Downloading Flight Logs
To download this log, de-power the Galaxy. Open the INF log tool on the GCS tablet and
connect to the autopilot USB. The tool will self-connect and populate a list of flight logs
stored on the autopilot. The logs will show the time and date armed in UTC time.

Select the flight you would like to download. The file will download and populate the
autopilot data and different file download options. To download the flight data, click
“Raw Data (Binary)”. A window will appear asking for a save location and file name, the
file will be saved as .blog this file can then be emailed to Innoflight for analysis.
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Georeferenced photolog
The same log tool can be used to download an event file that is recorded and used for
photogrammetry processing. This file records the autopilot data every time the autopilot
commands a photo trigger. The data is coma denominated and records the following
information. Latitude, Longitude, Height, IMU data, Heading and GPS time stamp. To
download this file select “Georeference data” and save the file. A folder with open
asking for save location and the file will be saved as a .txt file.
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Autopilot log storage
The autopilot will store the data permanently until storage is full (4gb) at this time the
autopilot will begin to overwrite the oldest files. There is no guarantee that the flight log will
be salvageable in the event or water or fire damage. In the event of either of these
situations it is vital to contact Innoflight immediately to remove the storage card from inside
the autopilot.

FAA Part 107 Guidelines (USA)
The below information has been directly copy and pasted from:
https://www.faa.gov/news/fact_sheets/news_story.cfm?newsId=22615
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) rules for small unmanned aircraft (UAS) operations
other than model aircraft – Part 107 of FAA regulations – cover a broad spectrum of commercial
and government uses for drones weighing less than 55 pounds. Here are the highlights of the
rule.
Operating requirements
When you are manipulating the controls of a drone, always avoid manned aircraft and never
operate in a careless or reckless manner. You must keep your drone within sight. Alternatively, if
you use First Person View or similar technology, you must have a visual observer always keep
your aircraft within unaided sight (for example, no binoculars). Neither you nor a visual observer
can be responsible for more than one unmanned aircraft operation at a time.
You can fly during daylight (30 minutes before official sunrise to 30 minutes after official sunset,
local time) or in twilight with appropriate anti-collision lighting. Minimum weather visibility is three
miles from your control station. The maximum allowable altitude is 400 feet above the ground,
higher if your drone remains within 400 feet of a structure. Maximum speed is 100 mph (87
knots).
You currently cannot fly a small UAS over anyone not directly participating in the operation, not
under a covered structure, or not inside a covered stationary vehicle. No operations from a
moving vehicle are allowed unless you are flying over a sparsely populated area.
You can carry an external load if it is securely attached and does not adversely affect the flight
characteristics or controllability of the aircraft. You also may transport property for compensation
or hire within state boundaries provided the drone, including its attached systems, payload and
cargo, weighs less than 55 pounds total and you obey the other flight rules. (Some exceptions
apply to Hawaii and the District of Columbia.)
You can request a waiver of most restrictions if you can show your operation will provide a level
of safety at least equivalent to the restriction from which you want the waiver.
Registration
Anyone flying under Part 107 has to register each drone they intend to operate. If your drone
weighs less than 55 lbs., you can use the automated registration system.
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Pilot Certification
To operate the controls of a small UAS under Part 107, you need a remote pilot certificate with a
small UAS rating, or be under the direct supervision of a person who holds such a certificate
You must be at least 16 years old to qualify for a remote pilot certificate, and you can obtain it in
one of two ways.
•
•

You may pass an initial aeronautical knowledge test at an FAA-approved knowledge testing
center.
If you already have a Part 61 pilot certificate, you must have completed a flight review in the
previous 24 months and you must take a small UAS online training course provided by the FAA.
If you have a Part 61 certificate, you will immediately receive a temporary remote pilot certificate
when you apply for a permanent certificate. Other applicants will obtain a temporary remote pilot
certificate upon successful completion of TSA security vetting. We anticipate we will be able to
issue temporary certificates within 10 business days after receiving a completed application.
UAS Certification
You are responsible for ensuring a drone is safe before flying, but the FAA does not require small
UAS to comply with current agency airworthiness standards or obtain aircraft certification. For
example, you will have to perform a preflight inspection that includes checking the
communications link between the control station and the UAS.
Other Requirements
If you are acting as pilot in command, you have to comply with several other provisions of the
rule:

•
•

You must make your drone available to the FAA for inspection or testing on request, and you
must provide any associated records required to be kept under the rule.
You must report any operation that results in serious injury, loss of consciousness, or property
damage of at least $500.to the FAA within 10 days
Waivers and Airspace Authorizations
The FAA can issue waivers to certain requirements of Part 107 if an operator demonstrates they
can fly safely under the waiver without endangering other aircraft or people and property on the
ground or in the air. Operations in Class G airspace are allowed without air traffic control
permission. Operations in Class B, C, D and E airspace need ATC approval.
In November 2017, the FAA deployed the Low Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability
(LAANC – pronounced “LANCE”) for drone operators at several air traffic facilities in an
evaluation to see how well the prototype system functions and to address any issues that arise
during testing. A beta test expansion of the system began on April 30, 2018 to deploy LAANC
incrementally at nearly 300 air traffic facilities covering approximately 500 airports. The final
deployment will begin on September 13.
The FAA expects LAANC will ultimately provide near real-time processing of airspace
authorization requests for drone operators nationwide. The system is designed to automatically
approve most requests to operate in specific areas of airspace below designated altitudes.
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